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			Entrance to the ordering system

            

            Save your time, cooperate with us!

                We provide office printing devices repair, sale and rent (printers, scanners, copiers) and everything that is connected with it.
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Getting an item in the office


The goods can be obtained from our office at Lienes 18a-39/42, Ríga, LV-1009 or from our dillers at addresses that can be viewed here (provided that you have contacted them directly).


Delivery by the courier


Customers with contracts are delivered within Riga FREE OF CHARGE. At the same time delivery takes place within 8 working hours from the moment of receipt of the order.


Express delivery within Riga is carried out within 2 working hours, the cost of the service 15.00 EUR including VAT.


For customers without contracts, the shipping cost within Riga is 5.00 EUR including VAT and outside Riga (throughout Latvia) 10.00 EUR including VAT.


Minimum order amount 35.00 EUR including VAT.


Not standard, large parcels weighing more than 31.5 kg are provided in cooperation with the courier mail DPD Latvia. Shipping rates can be found here.


Once the order has been placed, our employee will contact you to agree on the time and terms of delivery. The item will be delivered to the address on the order.


Cash


Cash payments are made when the goods are received directly at the office or at the time of delivery. A strict reporting receipt is issued with the item.


By bank transfer


Payment by transfer after receipt of the invoice to the specified e-mail. The item is only sent for delivery when payment has arrived at the firm 's account. Together with the goods, the original invoice and consignment note are issued.


Payment delay


Partners and permanent customers who have concluded a contract with us are offered to purchase goods with deferred payment, as well as to receive additional bonuses and gifts.
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                SIA "RF serviss"

				VAT Nr.: LV 40103171074

				Adress: Lienes 18a-39/42, 

				Riga, LV - 1009 (city center) 

				Phone: +371 29697199;  +371 29829421
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					Production
	Manufacturing
	Technology
	Printing devices repair
	Printing devices maintenance
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	Publications
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				Cartridges refill


Analog


Original


Сartridges compatibility


Empties purchase-sale
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Service
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	Office work optimization
	Data security audit
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             We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you agree with it.   
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